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Traders have new roles to play in integrated supply
chains as upstream and downstream players expand
their roles and global and regional trade increasingly
balances supply and demand needs

Emerging countries playing a growing
role in origination and destination
Global Grains and Oilseeds Map
Main trade flows of corn, wheat, soybean complex and palm oil
Source: International Grains Council, OILWORLD - ISTA Mielke-Hamburg (www.oilworld.biz), UN Comtrade, USDA, Rabobank 2012.

Trade is becoming regionalised
despite some crossover/competition
Global Dairy Map
Main dairy trade flows in milk equivalent
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Consumer preferences and prosperity
drive global meat trade
Global Pork Map
Main trade flows of pork and pork by-products

Source: USDA, FAO, UN Comtrade, Rabobank 2013

Dedicated supply chains: One way
forward in global Food and Agri
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How will these changes impact
trade?
• Power is shifting upstream in the F&A business supply chain

• Trading is increasingly important to balance out available supply with demand
needs, both globally and locally
• Trade is even more strategically important for sourcing in a period characterised by
• Polarisation of global trade flows to East
• Shifting trade flows due to supply dislocation

• Traders are finding new roles and are becoming part of integrated supply chains,
due to expanding roles of upstream and downstream players
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